100% Online Self Paced Certification
Personally, I love how Animal Bowen Therapy translates online!
This course is chalked full of detailed videos
that you can watch over and over!
I get to connect with you one on one,
giving you exactly what you need when you need it!
...and I especially love that I can offer this incredible therapy
where ever you are on this beautiful planet!
~ Debi Famelos.
Your Animal BowenTherapy Instructor
I am forever grateful to Debi for offering this course and the support she provides. I did the
online version and love the opportunity that I can look back and review the moves. I have
learned so much and really enjoyed the assignments. Debi has been available for guidance
and support at all times.

~Joan from Canada
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....and it all begins with the amazing Response5 Course!
Step 1 ~ Sign on to Response5 www.response5.com
This is where the fun begins!
Response5 is your Introductory Course and the place where you begin to
hone the skills of Animal Bowen Therapy.
This is an easy to learn and easy to apply technique, that will have you
practicing with animals within just a few days!
Response5 has been received in 21 countries and is the #1 taught
course at the Canine Bowen Institute.
3 case studies are required to move onto Step 2.
All the details and case study forms are included with Response5.
BONUS MATERIAL IS GIFTED UPON COMPLETION!
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STEP TWO

Whole Body Balance

One of the many
perks
of this well designed
course!

With your 3 case studies completed
from Response5 you are now ready for Whole Body Balance!
You're now expanding the 5 steps of Response5 into a
full Animal Bowen Therapy session of 15 steps.
(called "Moves" in Bowen)
Detailed videos and audios easily walk you through each Move.
Together we dive deeper into assessing the mobility of the Canine
and solidify your leadership skills to successfully team up with an animal.
An expansive Library of Knowledge adds to your learning!
...and of course one on one communication with your Instructor is offered!
4 case studies and 4 written assignments brings you to Step 3!
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STEP THREE

Canine Speciality Moves

I wouldn't think of
sending you out
into the world
without all the
essential skills!

This is your graduating Level!
Once completed you will be certified by the Canine Bowen Institute as an
Animal Bowen Therapy Practitioner.
It's at this level that you really dig deep into the added tools of Animal Bowen
Therapy to resolve the "tough cases"
Together we ensure that you are ready and confident to step into the
world as an Animal Bowen Therapy Practitioner!
An expansive Library of Knowledge adds to your learning!
As always a detailed manual and one on one communication with your
Instructor is included.
3 final case studies completes your learning!
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Elin from Estonia
The structure of the Responses 5 and the subsequent Levels maintains the
high standard of valuable information and is logical and easy to follow.
Level 2 builds easily and well to the earlier stages of learning. Training videos
are clearly presented and well demonstrated and manuals extremely helpful.
After completion of the Responses and the Levels 1,2 it is amazing just how
much I have learned in these courses.
Not only the moves but the background of various breeds, most commonly
occuring diseases, behaviour, anatomy esp bone and muscle structure.
The practise sessions showed how different the dogs even of the same breed
can feel when doing the hands-on assessment.

Marco from Italy
When I treat animals with this therapy,I feel comfortable giving something
unique and special, which will always bring the animal into a self-healing state.
It's wonderful to see how the power of the body can heal itself!

Florence from Greece
I've been wanting to learn Bowen for animals ever since I finished the human
course in 2004,
so you can imagine how happy I am to be able to do that now!
Planning to be the first certified Animal Bowen Therapy Practitioner in Greece
and thanks to you I'm on my way!!

Canine Bowen Institute
The Canine Bowen Institute (CBI) was founded in Ontario Canada in
2013.
Since its inception, the CBI has offered its training of Animal Bowen
Therapy to like minded people just like you, whose aim is to expand
their lives in a meaningful way while simultaneously restoring the
health and mobility of animals
.
With pure passion and intention to share this incredible modality with
the world, Debi Famelos graciously devotes her time, skills and
ultimately her life's purpose to ensure high quality certification to
each and every student.
Debi has operated her Animal Bowen Therapy Practice in her home
town of St.Catharines for the past 10 years.
She states:
"My Practice functions as both a thriving community business as well
as a continuous "school of learning" to share with my students.
'"Each year brings new excitement and expanded training!"

I'm so excited to share
this incredible journey
with you!

